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Results issued from the investigation at three different scales (outcrop> sample> thin
section) of the anisotropies that developed during the building of the Chaudrons anti-
cline (Corbières, France) are reported. We compiled early field observations (orienta-
tion of cleavage) and laboratory measurements (estimation of magnetic and acoustic
anisotropies) with an original microstructural study, which was originally only aimed
to account for the virtual fabrics obtained from AMS (anisotropy of magnetic suscep-
tibility) and APV (anisotropy of P-wave velocity) estimations. This microstructural
analysis was conducted in three different panels within the fold (crest, hinge and fore-
limb), following the zoning observed in Tavani et al. (2004) after analysis of various
factors along a fold transect (cleavage spacing, cleavage height over spacing ratio,
shape factor of the microlithons). The main finding of this study is the preservation of
non welded boundaries between grains of calcite promoted by the presence of quartz
grains. These boundaries, which appear as discontinuities in a partly recrystallized
matrix of calcite, are analyzed in orientation and composition. In the three panels,
a range of orientations is observed with at least two major generations of disconti-
nuities, while the average orientation of these surfaces is still found consistent with
both macroscopic cleavage and magnetic and acoustic fabrics. To account for the mul-
timodal distribution of the discontinuities, we suggest an original scenario in which
they are successively generated by sets. Two processes might have operated simul-
taneously during the development of the fold: 1) horizontal rock mass compaction
inducing twinning, pressure solution and recrystallization, and 2) Preservation of rel-
atively high porosity zones along plane normal to the contemporaneous maximum



principal stress due to stress heterogeneities generated at calcite/quartz interface. From
these results, we suggest that microstructural processes are the same before and during
folding, ruling out a passive shearing of solution surface formed during a first step of
layer parallel shortening.
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